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MISSION STATEMENT
Bitcaps abbreviated BCP is a new advanced generation
supporting for discovering effective solutions for both Capital
Accumulation Provision and Cryptocurrency Application Payment.
Its birth is so profound to bring a useful method for
increasing other cryptocurrency’s development owing to payment
integration with them when buying Bitcaps (BCP).
Bitcaps is also considered as a kind of smart cryptocurrency
with new Blockchain Technology used for secure and instant
transfer of value anywhere in the world like Bitcoin.
This promises that offers users the ability to lend coins to
the innovative Bitcaps trading bot which will then generates daily
profits allowing users to increase their crypto holdings while
getting paid daily.

www.bitcaps.io
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BACKGROUND
Bitcaps (BCP) is a potential generation of cryptocurrency
born with a lot of breakthroughs all people are expecting for
solving problems of smart E-payment method.
So what exactly is Bitcaps and how does it work?
Bitcaps (BCP) is an advanced cryptocurrency created by
Scrypt, POW/POS algorithm. Total number of BCP tokens is
limited, only about 28985915 BCP worldwide, pre-mining about
8405915 BCP with miners put in 5 different countries in the
world. The small number of tokens aims at supporting for low
inflation and increasing Bitcaps Price when demand is high while
its volume is not changeable.
Bitcaps used Blockchain Technology is absolutely
independent from any party. Bitcaps has open peer-to-peer
network anyone willing to join is welcome to become a user of
the cryptocurrency.
All transactions are recorded live, transparent, and spread
across multiple servers. It is impossible to hack, change or falsify
Bitcaps. Because of the Blockchain technology multiple servers
must be hacked at the same time. Therefore, Bitcaps is a safe
and independent currency.
Bitcaps network is decentralized without having any central
servers. Transactions among Bitcaps users are conducted through
www.bitcaps.io
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the Internet. BCP transaction privacy is protected by secure
cryptographic algorithm.
Bitcaps aims to become one of the most
cryptocurrencies in the world, like Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.

useful

TECHNICAL PARAMETER
Algorithm Scrypt Type: PoW/PoS (Scrypt)
Coin name: BITCAPS
Coin abbreviation: BCP
Address letter: 1
RPC port: 26374
P2P port: 26373
Block reward: 49 coins
Total coins supply: 28,985,915 coins
Pre-mining percent: 29%
Pre-mining amount: 8,405,915 coins
Last POW block: 1000
Coin base maturity: 20 blocks
Target spacing: 64 seconds
Target time span: 1 block
Transaction confirmations: 1 block

-

Seed node 1: bitcaps.io
Seed node 2: bitcapsblock.com
Wallet: bitcapswallet.com
Block Explorer: bitcapsblock.com

www.bitcaps.io
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KEY FEATURES

Fast Transactions

Global Payments

Energy Efficiency

Bitcaps Earning

Send money anywhere No borders. No imposed Bitcaps is eco-friendly!
Each user with a
and it will arrive
limits. Bitcaps allows its
A small amount of
balance plays an
minutes later, as soon
users to be in full
energy keeps the
important role. Interest
as it is processed by control of their money.
network secure.
is earned by every
the network.
participant.
Low Inflation

A steadily decreasing
inflation rate provides
favorable economic
conditions.

www.bitcaps.io

Security

Decentralization

Privacy

Issued without any
Bitcaps addresses are
Strong encryption and
central
authority.
There
not linked to names,
network consensus
is no government,
addresses, or other
maintains a secure
company, or bank in
personally identifying
ledger.
charge of Bitcaps.
information.
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ROADMAP
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MARKETING STRATEGY
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ICO (Initial Coin Offering)

The ICO (Initial Coin offering of Bitcaps will be launched on
November 20th, 2017 to December 23rd, 2017. The system will allow new
members to register at 10:00 AM (UTC + 8) on November 17th, 2017.
Investors can deposit BTC and ETH to prepare for purchasing BCP Token
for the first sale at 0:00 AM on November 20 th, 2017 with the starting price
of $0.6 per BCP Token.
This is really a good chance for smart investors to be our
cooperators. Our management team will commit to follow the roadmap to
increase the value of Bitcaps and try our best to develop Bitcaps into one
of the most useful cryptocurrency in the global E-Commerce market in near
future.

ICO CROWDSALE DETAILS
Maximum Supply 29,000,000
CrowdSale 3,000,000 BCP Tokens
CrowdSale Referral Earning 3% Bitcaps

www.bitcaps.io
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First CrowdSale

Second CrowdSale

Third CrowdSale

Available 90,000 BCP
(Price $0.6)

Available 90,000 BCP
(Price $0.8)

Available 120,000 BCP
(Price $1.0)

Fourth CrowdSale

Fifth CrowdSale

Sixth CrowdSale

Available 300,000 BCP
(Price $1.4)

Available 450,000 BCP
(Price $1.7)

Available 450,000 BCP
(Price $2.0)

Seventh CrowdSale

Eighth CrowdSale

Ninth CrowdSale

Available 600,000 BCP
(Price $2.3)

Available 600,000 BCP
(Price $2.6)

Available 300,000 BCP
(Price $2.9)

www.bitcaps.io
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Trading

Investing

Staking

Mining

Affiliating

Earn profits

Earn daily

Earn daily

Earn interest

Earn bonuses

with trading

interests from

interests on

with mining

from referrals

Bitcaps

holdings

fundraising

www.bitcaps.io
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FUNDRAISING
Bitcaps Fundraising is the great opportunity to get daily returns to
your account while investing on this project. It is an impressive concept for
passive investors and for those who want to enjoy a daily passive income.
The maximum interest rate is up to 39%. This investment option
allows you to profit from the Bitcoin trading bot and the volatility software.
This bot buys and sells BCP token automatically. You will receive daily
profit based on your investment. You can withdraw your interest or
reinvest anytime you want.
Especially, Bitcaps is also integrated capacity to be paid by other
valuable cryptocurrenies: Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc. This is meaningful in
increasing development of other cryptocurrencies.

Fundraising
Investment

Fundraising Interest (up to 39% per
month)

Capital
Return

$100 - $1,000

Volatility Interest

After 219 Days

$1,010 - $5,000

Volatility Interest + 0.1%

After 179 Days

$5,010 - $10,000

Volatility Interest + 0.12%

After 139 Days

$10,010 - $100,000

Volatility Interest + 0.15%

After 119 Days

$100,010 - $1,000,000

Volatility Interest + 0.20%

After 99 Days

www.bitcaps.io
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MINING AND STAKING
BCP token can be mined with scrypt algorithm for earning the reward
through POW /POS mining and even you still get BCP token earning
without mining, and the reward is 49 BCPs per block.
Another way to earn BCP is Staking: by downloading wallet you can
begin Bitcaps staking and earn profits. For the staking program of Bitcaps,
you are able to earn daily interest on your Bitcaps investment. By
downloading a BCP wallet (WINDOWS, LINUX, MAC) you can begin Bitcaps
staking and follow your interest growing up to 18% yearly.

Duration
Feb, 2018 – Feb, 2019
Feb, 2019 – Feb, 2020
Feb, 2020 – Ending of mining process

www.bitcaps.io

Interests
Up to 1.5% per month, 18% per year
Up to 1.25% per month, 15% per year
Up to 1.0% per month, 12% per year
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AFFILIATE PROGRAM

For affiliate program, you can earn additional bonuses by presenting
other users about this opportunity and referring them to Bitcaps
community. We are offering a bonus program which enables you the
possibility to earn more for every new user who signs up and joins to
Bitcaps fundraising platform using your referral link in Bitcaps affiliate
program to earn additional commissions by every registered partner. For
the residual bonus, you earn a commission on every interest your partner
gets (every day). The commission you earn is based on the level your
partner signs in.

Referral Bonus

Matching Bonus

Level

From Fundraising Investment

From Fundraising Interest

1

7%

4%

2

3%

2%

3

1%

1%

4

0.5%

1%

5

0.5%

0.5%

www.bitcaps.io
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6

0.3%

0.5%

7

0.3%

0.3%

8

0.1%

0.3%

9

0.1%

0.2%

10

0.05%

0.2%

LEADER BONUSES
Total of fundraising from F1 gains: (Unlimited time)
-

$50000 gets $500 bonus

-

$100000 gets $1000 bonus

-

$300000 gets $2500 bonus

-

$500000 gets $5000 bonus

-

$1000000 gets $10000 bonus

-

$5000000 gets $60000 bonus

www.bitcaps.io
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FUTURE PLANS
-

The special destination of Bitcaps is Coinmarketcap.com – the largest
international website of cryptocurrency listing in the world on January, 2018.

-

BCP will be listed on HitBTC.com, Stocks.exchange and Coinsmarkets.com on
February 2018, others in TOP 20 of international exchanges on Apr 2018.

-

Enlarging BCP website to approach at least 20 potential markets: America,
Japan, Korea, Germany, Russia, China, Vietnam, England, UAE, etc.

-

Connecting with E-Commerce Sites to integrate payment by BCP worldwide.

-

Using E-payment form with BCP connecting with Master Card or Visa for Bitcaps
members supporting for global payment.

-

Applying for connecting businesses to use Bitcaps in payment.

-

Target of BCP price:

3/2018

6/2018

11/2018

2019

2020

$20/BCP

$50/BCP

$100/BCP and 50th
Top on
Coinmarketcap.com

$200/BCP

$500/BCP and 10th
Top on
Coinmarketcap.com

www.bitcaps.io
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Naturally, investment always carries certain risks. However, we would
like to emphasize that Bitcaps is our commitment to long-term work plans.
We guarantee your investment security when you work directly with us
through registration at Bitcaps.io. If you have any question and need
support, please contact us:
-

Website: https://www.bitcaps.io
Email: support@bitcaps.io

Social Media:
-

Twitter: https://twitter.com/GlobalBitcaps
Youtube: https://youtube.com/channel/UCa-fi-l2EA7wACftlPCR8fQ
Facebook: https://facebook.com/Bitcaps
Telegram: https://t.me/bitcaps

THANK YOU !

www.bitcaps.io
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